Save Time & Reduce Costs:
Create Translation-Friendly
Files for DTP
At Trustpoint, we partner with our clients to include them in the
translation process. This process begins with content creation, so we
want to share relevant information about source file management and
delivery.
Follow these tips on how to create “translation-friendly” files, and you
and your team will stay actively involved, ensure up-front cost savings
and experience a smoother translation process

What is a Source File?
In the translation industry, the term “source file” refers to the original
document to be translated. “Source files” come in various formats, the
most common of which are listed below.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

.doc/.docx Microsoft Word
.xls/.xlsx Microsoft Excel
.ppt/.pptx Microsoft PowerPoint
.indd Adobe InDesign
.ai Adobe Illustrator
.pub Microsoft Publisher
.psd Adobe Photoshop
.dwg AutoCAD

How to Create “Translation-Friendly” Source Files
What is DTP?
DTP stands for “Desktop Publishing.” A personal computer and specific
applications are used to prepare the layout of a document. This creates
better control of illustrations, margins and justifications, typefaces,
graphics, colors, etc.

•

•

Multilingual DTP is particularly challenging, as many languages can
expand as much as 30% compared to English source files. Other
languages flow right to left, which pose added challenges.

•

To make sure your source and target language documents look the
same, you need an expert team to deliver content that fits and flows
properly.

•

Contact us today.

855.669.1205

412.261.1101

Avoid formatting shortcuts, such as inserting manual line breaks
or tabs to align text. Use your software’s word processing tools to
create automatic tabs, margins and automatic bulleted lists.
Leave enough room for the translation, especially for Russian,
German, Spanish and French. Remember that your translation may
expand as much as 30%.
Avoid excessive styling of your text (italics, bolding, underlining,
etc.). Depending on your target translation language, such styles
may not carry over well. For example, Asian languages don’t
generally use italics, because this distorts the characters.
If you outsource your content creation, we recommend sharing this
information with your design and content management teams.

translate@trustpoint.one

Follow These Steps for Quoting Documents That Require DTP

The Translation/DTP Process

•

•

•

•

Send “editable source files/art files.” This means no PDFs when
possible. Send the files your PDF was created from, e.g. an InDesign
(.indd/.idml) file instead of a PDF file.
If you don’t have the source art files at the time of the quote, we
will analyze the PDF document . Please note that prices may be
subject to change once we receive the actual art files.
Include all images, links or fonts associated with the creation of the
document.

•
•
•

When are Additional Costs Incurred?

•

Re-creating the layout and format of your translated document, or
any images in the absence of editable source files will result in file
formatting/file preparation fees.

•
•

We recommend that you try to locate the original source files, but we
understand that this isn’t always possible. We are here as your partner
to work out agreeable solutions.

Once Trustpoint receives all relevant files, they are prepped and
sent out for translation.
Once translation is finalized, any client review of the translation
transpires before the DTP begins.
Files are translated and proofed for correctness and accuracy, then
enter the DTP phase.
Our DTP team works with the translation in the appropriate design
software, tweaking the formatting as necessary to accommodate
the translated text.
Once completed, the translation heads to quality control, where
the translator and our quality control specialists review it in its final
format to ensure all errors and formatting issues are resolved.
After the translation is checked by our quality control specialists, it
is finalized by DTP.
Trustpoint then provides you the following deliverables: the
translated art file, all links (including those modified for translation),
and all fonts.

Call Anytime.

If you have questions, don’t hesitate
to ask. We are here as your partner.
We are here to help.

Contact us today.

855.669.1205

412.261.1101
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